
Preliminary
Alliance Proposal

For a Local Cannabis
Retail Alliance

Push out the Big Box.  With a ‘Full Spectrum’ Advantage!



CANNABIS NORTH

CANNABIS MIDDLE

CANNABIS SOUTH

Potential Independent Partners

Misc Retailers

Co-Op Cannabis Locations

DankGreen Earth Cannabis

Moderna Cannabis Society

COLLAGE Lake city Cannabis

Mountain View Cannabis

FivePoint Cannabis

Bridgeland Cannabis

Alymer Nelson Cannabis

Douglasdale Cannabis

Vincanna Cannabis

The Peak Cannabis Co.

Bow Cannabis Highland Buds

Value Buds & Nova Cannabis

Corporate Offices

High Tide Inc.
(Canna Cabanna & NewLeaf)

420 Market

Fire &F lower

Spirit Leaf

Choom

Prarie Records

Chinook Cannabis Upstairs Cannabis

BELTLINE Cannabis Tumblweedz



The Miscellaneous Locations

Miscellaneous was chosen for locations based
on a variety of factors (not necessarily all), such as:
•Not locally owned
• Not connected to Larger Brands
•Website made it feel as though they don’t care about the
product or service.
•Possible back door connections to other private establishments.
•Something just felt off.

The Battleground

Once local bands together and
finds room with a local 

federation.  They will control
the commercial portion of

this market.

Partners will need to be chosen.
Trust will need to be established.

Commitments will need to be followed through.

Then you win!



Co-Op Cannabis Locations

Value Buds & Nova Cannabis

Corporate Offices

420 Market Fire &F lower

High Tide Inc.
(Canna Cabanna & NewLeaf)

Spirit Leaf

Choom Prairie Records

ANCHORING ALLY

POSITIONAL ALLIES

NEUTRALITIES

MARKET ENEMIES

For a local alliance surrounding a consumable retail product.  There is no better
local anchor than Co-Op.
Trusted.   Membership Experience.
Creative Business.  Cares as much as a large business
can.  Happily Local.  Not Afraid.

While not truly local.  These 2 companies have plans of their own, which are less about market share and more about creating
iconic retail.  They are artistic and could assist locals, if utilized and approached accordingly.  In the future they would be useful
for defending the position of our local alliance.
Future disrupter of external supply chains.  Future Guide Posts for our locals, who are on tour.  Future Intel Gathering Hubs.
They are also bringing fun back.

Could be Allies, Could be Enemies.  Likely would interchange these roles as the market progresses.

Could help with controlling costs, through supply chain sharing.
Could help with testing of new products.

Just No!  Franchise creation, Market Takeover Plans, Don’t
care about our locals that they employ.  They just want to

Exploit at all costs.  Either have no idea of, or are entirely against
renewable retail measures.

Food Community Cannabis Energy Assistance Agro

These are the Major Players for the Local Alliance to work through.

The following pages provide more detail of the Independent and Miscellaneous Lists.  With an initial sense of direction,
based on what can be ascertained from canvassing.

After this, a brief review of how the market is currently positioned, with highlights of the moves that have been made to push
against restriction and a bit of foresight in terms of where the Major Players above are wanting to go.

And to wrap it up, a final view of what Advantages are gained through Local Alliance.  As well as an introduction into
me and why I am the one who created this document and other pathways that are waiting for you all to walk down and

lead our city!



The Miscellaneous Crowd
Based on indicators for inferencing their ability to Attract Locals, Create Interest and Utilize Demand.

RETURN & LOCATION
CLIENTS

ATTRACTION, RETURN
& LOCATION CLIENTS

LOCATION CLIENTS

13th Floor Cannabis

In N Out Cannabis Discounter

Queen of Bud

Global Leaf

Tokyo Smoke

Leaf Life Cannabis

Cochrane Cannabis Company

Omkara Cannabis

Celestial Buds

Plantlife Cannabis

Dutch Love Cannabis

Chronicus CanadaTweed

Uno Cannabis

Cloud 420 inc. Cannabis

Ten Peaks Cannabis

Glenmore Cannabis

Eastwood Cannabis

Nirvana Canna

Bud Mart

Cloud 620

Strain Lane

Cannabis and Vape Store

Magic Buds Cannabis Store

Uno Cannabis

Canadian Cannabis Connoisseur Club

Gramsterdam

Micro Gold Cannabis Calgary

Wild Bloom Cannabis

Oakridge Cannabis

Bud Bar

Cloud 420 inc. Cannabis

Bridlewood Cannabis

PlantLife Cannabis

Marda Loop Cannabis

NOVELTY
FACTOR

BEST
PRACTICES

LOCATION

BEST
PRACTICES

LOCATION



WHY

ALLY

EVEN

?

It’s not even an odd move.  And in some
senses local business is already allied.  Similar
to other markets, as it is the case that big box
finds its way into everything in Calgary.
But there is opportunity to change that now!

IF WE WORK TOGETHER...

YOUR ENEMIES
HAVE SHOWN
THEIR PATHS.

YOUR ENEMIES
HAVE DISPLAYED
THEIR CARDS.

BAND TOGETHER, AND YOU WILL NOT NEED FEAR LOSS IN ‘MARKET BATTLE!’

They said they would erode,
margins.  This has begun!

The plan is to push you
and the ‘Misc. List’ out.

Not all will survive.

They said they would,
secure supply chains.
And choke-hold, the

market.

You see it Happening.

Next, they will build
towards vertical

integration.

But Local horizontal
chains, always overcome!

It takes 3 to begin trusting.  7 For a foothold in the market.  And 12 to win for local!  Who are the brave among you?



FUTURE

PAST

LOOK TO OTHER MARKETS.
You are about to experience what the
furniture market experienced between
2006 - 2014.  But it will go much quicker this
time.  As Big Box Strategists have improved.

There are Locals you can speak too!

Learn from survivors of the war
They had to twist and turn, but stayed loyal to their

customer base, their staff and support chains.

That is why they survived until now.

Remember when the Brick became Leon’s?

Learn of the moves Mr. Comrie made,
likely with some back channel help
from our government at the time.

After a deal was made and later
reneged by the company that bought

him out.

Only for him to come back like
a mini Steve Jobs,

take the company back
for Leon’s.

The market was ripped
apart by a manufacturer

turned rogue.
And likely subsidized

by US agents and sectors.

We endearingly call them
‘the Sith,’ when we reference
the master who destabilized

the brick.
And the apprentice who

brought the Dufresne Group
into the battle and

converted their stores.FUN FACT:

They were only named Ashley, as an accounting
tool.  Their play was to load the market with
credit, knowing that when suppliers or retailers
could not pay their debts.  They would ensure in
every way, especially “Alphabetically,” that they
were paid before other competitors.

While not necessarily due to conscious effort.  These
companies at least played the game according to
the rules of civility.  And in doing so, helped Alberta
keep a hold of its furniture market.

Brave Innovators

LEARN MORE!

Stubborn & Stout
HoldoutsSecretly furnished many other stores,

both helping and hurting the big box at times.



Or just look at the liquor market to see your future.

Or realize, that working together now will drastically change the outcome...

The AGLC can be your friend, but only if you organize.

Currently your city is not doing you any favours.  But wait, there’s new leadership coming right?

Only 5 MLA’s Returning and new Mayor Paraphrasing:

This person, was referencing all the lease hold
opportunities and stating the we need to
“Attract Business.”

This person, made a quick nod to all the building
and then commented on how we have so many
franchises.

Interpretation for Local Cannabis Retailers:

It doesn’t matter who wins, new means
they will listen to a cannabis alliance.

Especially when we are able to
involve other sectors of locals,

for the benefit of local.

Interpretation for Local Cannabis Retailers:

Oh and your city is not doing you an favours with these moves currently:

This is a symptom of a municipality
drowning in debt.  But that’s another
story.  For now, suffice it to say,
that the city provides all the
information needed to strategize
market takeover.  For any one in
the world with more capital
resources than us, to do just that.

This Path is bad for your
dreams, your lives and more
importantly for me...  Our Society.

This Path is about restoring local
ownership.  And as long as local owners

don’t think themselves to high and
mighty, or look to abuse people.  This is

societies best direction.



It does not stop there....
And although it feels like the right move, it is about growing business
not attracting it to Calgary.  At least if you want local wealth to remain
in local hands.  So we must become unconventional, to some degree.

This removes local
Advantages over Big Box.

This is literally what ‘selling-out’
looks like. (on a municipal level).

It’s easy for External
Accountants, Actuaries and
Economists to create
algorithms for Big Box
retailers to follow.

But its not their fault.
They have to follow the
‘will of the people’ and

up until now.  The will of the
people was unshakable, in

its demand for consumerism
and convenience at any cost.

But things are changing!
“History is not our fault...

But the Future is!”



Some of you will think I’m playing...

Like this is some silly game.

And yet it is a game to the Big Box companies.

But don’t worry.  There is a silver lining to the world-class
disruption of 2019 - 2021, that many local owners have not
yet realized.

Local Attention is now here.  Local Orders have worked.
This means Local Alliances will bring the Interest and
Demand, if done properly.  And proper does not mean
simply following all the rules.  It means challenging where
you can, to make the market easier for local and more
difficult for the external forces.

The resources are here.  The paths are already precedented.
By simply working together as an allied force, you can do more

than just win back your market.  You can create stability, as locals from
other markets will come to learn from you, while spending money

in your stores. 

And while I cannot do the work for you, I can show you all the path,
both as a group dynamic and as unique individuals.

For that is the uniqueness of the Art which I create.
The Art of “Actuarial Sociometry.”



These may require further explanation...

Discussions which are necessary...

What Alliance Advantages are possible?

•Municipal and Provincial
Assistance.

•Supply Chain Controls. •Strategic Funding Wells. •Advantage in Recruitment

•The benefit from locals
knowing that you are working
to end poverty in our area!

•Out of the Box, thinking
and living.

•Premium Labels for Local
Stores.•Federal Tax Benefits and

Expenditure Help.

What was the dream you had, for 
your business?  Is it easily recognizable
in your brand?  Can we expand on that, so
that you can expand in the local common-mind?

Even in this market, the client’s purchase,
is only related to price when the experience

is the same.  Local can win, by embracing
uniqueness and working together.

Immediate Goals
•Shared Benefits Pool
•Anchored Strategic Partnerships
•Solidify Employee Relations

Create a local Edge.
Next a local Advantage.

And Finally a local Option.
So we can enjoy a local Win!

Final Page



I am a local.
With a great amount of experience in market wars.
I know how Big Box operates {Like the ‘Borg’ from Star Trek}.
That’s why I know it can be beat.

It’s why I know that an Alliance, will create leverage with
AGLC, as they would benefit from local cooperation.
And there are already ways for us to help them.

I know that your external competitors will create loopholes.
To try and create advantages, and their hope is that you
will be so lost in the numbers, you won’t see the opportunity.
As every advantage they create for themselves, gives more
room for local to capitalize, if we work together.

You may not believe that Spirit Leaf, Value Buds and High Tide Inc.
are working together.  But it does not have to be an active or even
a conscious partnership.  They are working together, like similar
operations in other markets, to distract our local populous while
draining our economy.

That is what this is about for me.  I am an artist and I am creating
a charitable fund, which will allow locals in many markets to band
together for the purpose of ensuring our common-wealth, goes
to our common-good.  Right now many charitable services with
well meaning people are trying to end what divides us and help
our vulnerable sector.  Ending poverty in the area known as
Calgary, Alberta & Palliser’s Triangle, would give them all a
foundation from which, many of their causes could be reduced
to more appropriate levels.
And it takes local business, working for appropriate local 
commerce measures, to accomplish this.

Many don’t know it yet.  But local OWNERS, OPERATORS & INVESTORS are real economic heroes!
With your help, we can ensure capital flows properly to emergency and operational responders.
That people here are insured with 5 basic needs.  And that when you have to make difficult decisions,
to keep your business afloat; that all the employees who may be required to pay the price for that
decision, are at least given life boats and other protections as we work through the debt which seems to
always be growing.  I don’t forget 2004 and the prosperity and neither do you.  I know how to do it right
this time.  Its about trusting locals.  And I ask you to place your trust in my ‘Avant Garde,’ approach!


